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Methods and Information technology tools (using class of the functional-differential equations) to quantitative research regulatorika of living systems taking into account spatio-temporal organization, cooperativity, a competition for signals and the combined feedback are developed\cite{1}. Methods of the qualitative and quantitative analysis of characteristic solutions of biosystems regulatorika equations using phase and parametrical portraits, calculations of Kolmogorov’s entropy, Lyapunov’s value, Hausdorff and higher dimensions have been constructed. Applying method of qualitative analysis it has been shown that regulatorika of living systems have the following regimes: rest, a steady stationary condition, self-oscillations, irregular fluctuations (dynamic chaos) and sharp destructive changes - "black hole" effect. The basic characteristics (quantity, sizes and its positions) of small regions with regular behavior in the field of dynamic chaos (r-windows) are investigated. It is developed program which oriented to quantitative research regulatory mechanisms of molecular-genetic, cellular, subcellular systems, an organism and populations. The received results can be used for the quantitative analyzing mechanisms of occurrence and development of chromosomal aberrations during malignant regeneration of cells \cite{2}, correction of clinical course of viral hepatitis and Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrom (AIDS/HIV) development \cite{3}.
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